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Introduction
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B+& ,&-".(4 *+" ,0&1'0 "%&(&!2? Who establishes the agenda, 
makes the decisions, and structures the institutions that set the rules of the 
game? According to the conventional wisdom, such governance has been 
largely the purview of the most powerful nations and empires in the world. 
Rich countries set the rules, and the poorer and weaker ones are compelled to 
follow them. In this story, the idea that a country like Mexico could inDuence 
the governance of the global economy seems a dubious proposition. Wracked 
by devaluations and debt crises, Mexico experienced a thorough reorientation 
of its economy in the last decades of the twentieth century, as the United States 
and international :nancial institutions prescribed privatization, liberalization, 
and austerity as conditions for debt relief. At the other end of the twentieth 
century, Mexico endured more than a decade of fractious and bloody social 
revolution, in which property was destroyed or expropriated and debt ignored 
or repudiated. In the decades in between these extremes, Mexico pursued an 
inward-looking development strategy based on import-substitution industrial-
ization, with high tariEs and state subsidies providing protection from the 
outside world. What role could such a country play on the world stage?

Against the conventional narrative, this book presents the little-known his-
tory of how oFcials in Mexico seized moments of profound international 
change during the twentieth century to assume a leadership role in the struggle 
for a diEerent kind of world economic order. 9e Mexican vision for global 
economic governance was one that aEorded representation to the countries of 
what would become the Global South and enabled redistribution of the surplus 
capital of the Global North.G As they looked to reconstruct their war-torn 
country in the aHermath of the twentieth century’s :rst social revolution, 
Mexican leaders quickly came to understand that their national economic 
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progress was deeply dependent on the rules and institutions that governed 
global capitalism, and they therefore set out to change those rules to favor their 
country and others like it. In so doing, they advanced early demands for insti-
tutions to promote international economic development—and compelled the 
powerful countries of the world to respond. 9ey argued for new multilateral 
agreements, outlined innovative new international institutions, and fought 
during crucial global negotiations for both the rights of the poorer states and 
the duties of the richer ones. 9is :ght, waged over more than :ve decades, was 
Mexico’s revolution in development. In important ways, these Mexican oF-
cials won key victories: while some of their more radical proposals were rejected 
or deDected, many were in some form co-opted into Northern plans for inter-
national institutions and agreements, as US oFcials came to recognize the 
utility of, for example, multilateral development lending. Even when their 
more radical proposals were stymied by the interests of Northern bankers and 
industrialists, Mexican oFcials and their allies won important concessions 
from the world powers, using a politics of immanent critique to hold the 
United States accountable to the promises of multilateral liberalism.

Mexico’s revolution in development was, I argue, a vision that transcended 
the boundaries of the national developmentalist project, seeking not just to 
transform the domestic economy but to devise new rules and institutions for 
managing the global economic systems into which Mexico was increasingly 
integrated. It is a dream that still echoes to this day: that the global capitalist 
economy, managed under the proper institutions and rules, could allow the 
poorer, weaker, indebted countries of the world to overcome their structural 
disadvantages and enjoy a share of the returns of capitalist progress.J As 
debates about reforming international :nancial institutions continue today, 
however, the unintended consequences of Mexico’s vision need to be under-
scored, as the pursuit of this dream ultimately led its leaders to defend pre-
cisely the institutions that would be used to dismantle the country’s state-led 
developmentalist project during the crisis of the 8;?7s. 9is history, then, 
should serve as a cautionary tale for today’s dreamers.

*+" 4&3*+ $( $(*".('*$&('0  
5&0$*$%'0 "%&(&!2

Under what circumstances could a country like Mexico have an impact on 
the creation of international institutions and the reform of global gover-
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nance? Such a question can’t be adequately answered with ahistorical theo-
retical abstraction, but rather requires paying careful attention to the speci:c 
historical circumstances in which Mexican actors and their allies sought to 
change, or to reinforce, the prevailing system.K 9e conditions of possibility 
for the formulation and reformulation of theoretical perspectives have, of 
course, been deeply shaped by the way that history has itself been under-
stood; theorizing what could happen is a function of how we understand 
what did happen. Rather than positing general conditions under which weak 
states can inDuence strong ones, therefore, the chapters that follow demon-
strate that disputes over the shape of the international economic system 
helped to de:ne how strength might be exercised and how weakness would 
be understood. Mexico’s advocacy of a fairer system of governing the global 
capitalist economy, undertaken in an oHen uneasy alliance with others from 
throughout Latin America and the rest of the 9ird World, de:ned impor-
tant contours of legitimacy within which the United States managed its rise 
to power and conditioned US responses to the decline of that power.

In many prevailing historical and theoretical explanations for the develop-
ment of the twentieth-century international order, however, the actions of 
countries like Mexico matter little. In the conventional historical narrative 
of the creation of the Bretton Woods institutions, for example, visionaries in 
the United States and Great Britain imagined a world order through a North 
Atlantic lens and conjured innovative new institutions—the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank—to realize their vision. Given 
that this narrative was written from the archives of state power in the Global 
North, it is perhaps unsurprising that it oHen reDected the attitudes of actors 
for whom the interests, ideas, and demands of the poorer and weaker states 
were an aHerthought, at best, if they were considered at all.L During the nego-
tiations in the lead-up to the Bretton Woods Conference in early 8;<<, for 
example, a British Treasury oFcial, incensed at the inclusion of so many 
Latin American delegates in the planning process, expressed a view oHen 
echoed in most of the subsequent historiography: it was “silly to make the 
pretense that the Mexicans . . . and the Brazilians would discuss ‘at the expert 
level’ a document which the American Treasury was endorsing.” 9ey were 
there, he argued, “to sign in the place for the signature,” nothing more.M

Although few scholars would embrace such explicit paternalism today, 
some important theoretical perspectives have nevertheless precluded the pos-
sibility of the story in these pages, based on their understandings of the US 
rise to power. Some world-systems theorists, for example, have argued that 
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the United States arrived on the world stage in 8;<= able to “impose on the 
world an order of its own choice,” with the result that “U.S. hegemony was 
built from the top down” through the creation of new multilateral organiza-
tions.N 9e varied institutions of the United Nations were thus established, 
in Immanuel Wallerstein’s words, as a mere “:g-leaf ” for US power.O In these 
narratives, the rising United States had to contend with other great powers, 
the interests of capital, and the struggles of labor and social movements, but 
much less with the demands or aspirations of the weaker and poorer states.P 
A similar story has been told in some Gramscian and historicist theories of 
international political economy; in Craig Murphy’s conception, for example, 
the “liberal learning” that US leaders accomplished in the interwar period 
came largely from the teachings of European theorists and Northern busi-
ness interests, whose lessons shaped the establishment of the “free world 
order.”Q 9e result, Robert Cox similarly argued, was the creation of a “con-
sensual, homogenous, hegemonic” US-led world order, the “Pax Americana.”GR 
In this world order, “9ird World elites do not participate with the same 
eEective status as top-level elites in the formation of the consensus.”GG Under 
conditions of hegemonic consensus, then, representatives of less-powerful 
states could act, but not under conditions of their own choosing—and not 
usually in ways that could be consequential for the larger system.GJ

If these frameworks precluded the possibility that Global South actors 
could have been inDuential in the creation of the postwar systems of global 
economic governance, however, the forceful demands of the 9ird World in 
response to the crisis of the 8;>7s demonstrated that the apparent hegemonic 
consensus was fraying. 9e “revolt against the West” begged new theoretical 
explanations.GK Following the struggle for the New International Economic 
Order (NIEO), for example, Steven Krasner adapted the concept of “meta-
power behavior” in the early 8;?7s to argue that it was not despite massive 
relational power asymmetries but because of those asymmetries that 9ird 
World states sought to “alter the principles, norms, rules and decision- 
making procedures that condition international transactions”—to change 
the rules of the game.GL 9e conditions under which 9ird World states could 
have some leverage in changing global governance systems, Krasner argued, 
were :rst, when US power was in relative decline; second, when 9ird World 
states had high levels of access within international institutions; and third, 
when those states were able to construct a coherent ideological program, 
overcoming disparate interests and goals. But these explanations were less 
general theoretical conditions than they were a perceptive description of the 
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particular historical conjuncture of the 8;>7s. As such, Krasner joined other 
scholars who have identi:ed the 8;>7s as the moment when the 9ird World 
“learned to aggregate their voting power,” as Cox put it: when decolonization 
created the possibility of inDuence, which, these theories implied, had not 
existed previously.GM

Despite this newfound aggregating power, however, what followed was 
not increased 9ird-Worldist agitation but the “lost decade” of structural 
adjustment at the behest of the international :nancial institutions (IFIs), 
followed by the founding of the World Trade Organization (WTO) as a new 
forum for implementing the so-called Washington Consensus of liberaliz-
ing, market-oriented reforms. In this era, the ability of the Global South to 
resist Northern imperatives, let alone change them, seemed further dimin-
ished. Scholars and policy makers began therefore to theorize the nature of 
global governance itself, initially concerned more with the eclipse of the state 
by new global forces than with the role of the poorer and weaker states in 
managing the institutions of the global economy.GN But especially aHer the 
streets of Seattle exploded with protestors angry at the exclusionary nature 
of the IFIs—joining a social movement wave of Zapatistas, piqueteros, water 
warriors, and others :ghting against programs backed by the World Bank, 
the IMF, and the US government—scholars began to posit a “democratic 
de:cit” within international institutions, arguing that their undemocratic 
nature was undermining their very legitimacy.GO Concern that global organi-
zations were “stiDing the voice of the South” became widespread, and calls 
for reform became perennial.GP Subsequently, when the “pink tide” of leHist 
leaders in Latin America began to reject the oversight of the IFIs, and when 
leaders in Brazil, India, China, and then South Africa began to self- 
consciously organize together as the BRICS consortium, theorists began to 
explore the possibilities for “South-South cooperation,” asking how rising 
powers might build new institutions and linkages that would bypass 
Northern-dominated institutions altogether.GQ 9at the countries of the 
South could matter no longer seemed in dispute.

Renewed contention from the Global South has therefore opened new 
space for scholars to return to the historical record on which our theoretical 
perspectives have been built—looking back, for example, to the Bandung 
moment to trace antecedent lessons for contemporary South-South coopera-
tion.JR In doing so, however, scholars have found that they have to contend 
with the enormous condescension of Northern historical actors themselves. 
Tracing North-South contention within the United Nations back to the late 
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8;<7s, for example, John Toye and Richard Toye noted the need to counter 
the arrogance, bias, and paternalism that pervades the US and European 
archival record, making an explicit methodological case for “treating seri-
ously the developing countries’ view that diEerences in the level of economic 
development are relevant to the obligations that countries should be asked to 
assume in international trade and :nancial relations.”JG 9ey clearly antici-
pated skeptical readers, however, assuring their audience that “in principle, 
this is a perfectly respectable argument,” thereby demonstrating the tenacity 
of theoretical understandings to the contrary. Taking up the methodological 
challenge posed by Toye and Toye, Eric Helleiner went even further back to 
uncover the “forgotten foundations” of the Bretton Woods institutions in 
the ideas and demands that actors from the Global South, and from Latin 
America in particular, brought before US and European oFcials.JJ 
Helleiner’s work rereads the US archival record on which so much previous 
scholarship had been based to demonstrate that in fact, Global South con-
cerns had not only been present at the creation of the post-8;<= world order, 
but they had anticipated and shaped it in profound ways—not least by intro-
ducing a demand for development.

Despite these advances, however, relatively few scholars have written the 
history of international institutions and the order they sustain “from the 
outside in,” using sources from and centering perspectives beyond those of 
the United States and Europe.JK Reacting to histories of “governing the 
world” that continue to exclude the South, Amitav Archaya has recently 
argued against the persistence of a “parochial and one-sided view [that] 
ignores the extent to which foundational ideas of what we know today  
as ‘global governance’ were far from an American or Western monopoly.”JL 
As Adom Getachew has recently demonstrated, actors from Africa, the 
Caribbean, and the worldwide Black diaspora could be “worldmakers” in 
their own right.JM Against theories that posit unidirectional North-South 
norm diEusion or that limit 9ird World ideas about development and prog-
ress to the purely domestic, inward-looking sphere, Getachew reminds us 
that leaders in the Global South have long imagined new ways of ordering the 
world and have organized to bring them into being.

Following the insights of this interdisciplinary range of thinkers, the 
chapters that follow revise the historical narrative and reveal the role that 
Mexico played in the creation and reform of the institutions, agreements, and 
organizations that together comprise our system of global economic gover-
nance. Methodologically, this requires returning to the archive and reading 
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Mexican sources—state records from the oFce of the presidency; the 
Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (SRE), Mexico’s foreign ministry; and the 
Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, Mexico’s :nance ministry; as well 
as the personal papers of Mexican economists, diplomats, and political :g-
ures, and the Mexican press—along with and against the grain of US and 
European archival sources. Bringing these sources together oHen reveals 
contention that has been hidden by the exclusive reliance on Northern 
records, uncovering multidirectional inDuences disavowed by powerful 
actors seeking to legitimate that power. What emerges from this methodol-
ogy is less an intellectual history of Mexican economic thought than a recon-
struction of theorizing in practice, as Mexican oFcials tested precocious 
ideas about the global economy and their place within it during active nego-
tiations about treaties, trade agreements, and international institutions.

9eoretically, in working from the outside in, my analysis departs from 
perspectives that seek to explain the rise of US hegemony as a consensus proj-
ect. Instead, following William Roseberry, I understand the construction of 
US hegemony as characterized by “contention, struggle, and argument.”JN 
Antonio Gramsci argued that understanding hegemony required not simply 
explaining the actions of the dominant classes but also uncovering the 
actions of the subaltern classes, “their active or passive aFliation to the domi-
nant political formations, their attempts to inDuence the programmes of 
these formations in order to press claims of their own, and the consequences 
of these attempts in determining processes of decomposition, renovation, or 
neo-formation.”JO Using such a perspective to understand global economic 
governance requires a conception of the US rise to power as structured by 
what Julian Go and George Lawson call the dynamics of “interactive multi-
plicity,” in which the mechanisms for the projection of US power were 
“formed and reformed through interactions with actors assumed to be exter-
nal to or subordinate to them.”JP 9is book looks through a Mexican lens to 
demonstrate that US hegemony—rather than being “built from the top 
down”—has in fact been shaped by iterative, repeated struggle from subordi-
nate states, themselves shaped by internal social struggles over property, 
access, and representation. Paying close attention to these processes requires 
using the concept of hegemony, as Roseberry implored, “not to understand 
consent but to understand struggle.”JQ Such an understanding is important 
to illuminate not only the alternative possible futures that were imagined by 
actors in the Global South, but to reveal precisely how those alternative paths 
were foreclosed—and therefore to serve as a lesson for contemporary eEorts 
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at reform. Mexico’s historical struggle, therefore, and its complicated, contra-
dictory, and surprising consequences are the subject of this book.

*+" !"#$%'( %'4"

Having established a broad framework for approaching the study of interven-
tions by Global South actors in international political economy, the question 
remains: Why Mexico? A country de:ned by its “revolutionary nationalism,” 
Mexico might seem to be a strange candidate for internationalist leadership.KR 
Given that there was no Mexican equivalent to the Comintern or to the 
programs of Fidel Castro’s Cuba seeking to export Mexico’s brand of revolu-
tion abroad, historians have argued that the Mexican revolutionary process 
was not internationalist as such.KG But an exclusive focus on Mexican nation-
alism in the postrevolutionary period has obscured the ways in which nation-
alism and internationalism frequently represent two sides of the same coin—
or two aspects of a single, integrated process.KJ In the Mexican case, the 
world’s reactions to the policies pursued in the name of economic national-
ism made an internationalist project necessary. As one scholar has argued, in 
the twentieth century, “9e Mexican revolution was the :rst important chal-
lenge to the world order of the industrial-creditor, and capitalistic, nations 
made by an underdeveloped nation trying to assert control over its economy 
and reform its internal system.”KK Mexico’s challenge to the world order, how-
ever, was more than simply an attempt to more eEectively control what hap-
pened inside its borders. It was also, this book shows, a struggle to redraw the 
economic and :nancial map within which those borders were delineated.  
For the postrevolutionary Mexican state, therefore, “the common front was 
to be an internationalism of the underdeveloped countries based on a vital 
nationalism which articulated common aspirations for development and 
independence.”KL

9is common front meant that Mexican leaders were not alone, of course, 
in their advocacy, and in fact they needed to cultivate allies from the rest of 
Latin America and the 9ird World and to actively build coalitions among 
like-minded states to advance their vision. If the ideas and policies that 
Mexican oFcials pursued in these pages were shared, what is distinctive 
about the Mexican case? 9ree factors make Mexico’s interventions particu-
larly important. First, the physical proximity with the United States not only 
facilitated close exchange between Mexican and US representatives over long 
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periods, creating deep working relationships that would be drawn upon as 
US oFcials formulated policy, but also made Mexico of particular impor-
tance to many US geopolitical goals. Mexican oFcials would repeatedly use 
this fact in their favor, leveraging their position between the United States 
and others in Latin America and the 9ird World to extract concessions. 
Second, the revolutionary process itself provided an important ideological 
justi:cation for Mexican advocacy. Mexican economic ideas were rooted in 
the juridical force and ideological weight of Mexico’s 8;8> constitution, 
which rede:ned property and subsoil rights as vested not in the individual 
but in the nation. Of course, putting the constitution’s loHy provisions into 
practice domestically was a long and contested process, subject to the same 
social struggles that had marked the constitutional convention itself, as 
workers and campesinos on the one hand and industrialists and landholders 
on the other pressed their claims upon the state. Nevertheless, a rhetoric of 
historical duty deriving from the revolution pervaded Mexican internation-
alist advocacy; having overseen the process of craHing the “world’s :rst fully 
conceived social-democratic charter,” Mexican leaders repeatedly argued that 
their country had a responsibility to carry that vision to the world stage.KM 
Such rhetoric could serve as merely a justi:cation for some other interest, 
material or political, but it was one that, as the chapters that follow show, was 
repeatedly invoked.

Finally, and perhaps most important, the interventions of Mexican leaders 
traced in these pages were profoundly shaped by Mexico’s access to—and 
exclusion from—the international :nancial system. In 8;8< Mexico defaulted 
on existing debt from before and during the revolutionary struggle, and the 
postrevolutionary state spent the next three decades negotiating Mexico’s 
reinsertion into the system of international :nance, public and private. 
Intense pressure from US and European bankers and bondholders, who orga-
nized into collective associations and allied with the more powerful states, 
established real constraints on postrevolutionary state building, and therefore 
shaped Mexican ideas about the nature of sovereignty itself. Isolated from 
international capital markets even as other countries experienced a lending 
boom, Mexican oFcials began to theorize the insuFciencies of political sov-
ereignty in the absence of economic sovereignty. As the dust settled on the 
revolutionary struggle, Mexican political :gures recognized that their econ-
omy did not exist asynchronously at a diEerent and unrelated developmental 
stage from that of the United States or Europe, but rather came to understand 
that Mexico’s development prospects were deeply constrained by a rapidly 
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globalizing economic interdependence. Decades before either modernization 
or dependency became codi:ed bodies of theory to explain Mexico’s place in 
the world, Mexican oFcials grappled with such ideas in practice, in negotia-
tions over Mexico’s access to capital and markets. Mexican leaders therefore 
actively sought to create an international framework—and not just an inward-
focused, national policy—conducive to reinserting Mexico into the global 
:nancial system on equitable terms. As the chapters that follow make clear,  
it was precisely the struggle over access to capital—over the legal structures 
that might govern it and the institutions that might provide it—that shaped 
the patterns of how Mexico intervened in debates over global economic 
governance.

Revolution in Development uncovers these patterns in Mexican advocacy, 
which began at the close of the First World War, as world leaders debated the 
purview of the new League of Nations, and culminated in the late 8;>7s, 
when Mexican president Luis Echeverría spearheaded the writing of the 
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, the agreement that would 
underpin the creation of the NIEO. Across these six decades, Mexican rep-
resentatives repeatedly intervened in international negotiations to call for the 
creation of new institutions or the reform of existing ones, insisting on not 
only the rights of what were variously called the small, poor, weak, or debtor 
states, but on the responsibilities of the rich and powerful ones as well. 
9roughout the period, they sought not only representation in multilateral 
institutions—foreseeing and attempting to forestall the “democratic de:cit” 
that would come to be criticized later—but also redistribution of productive 
capital from North to South, especially through long-term, concessional 
lending.

9is is not, however, a story of unbroken continuity over six decades, but 
rather one of a dialectical evolution over time. Each instance in which 
Mexican ideas and proposals were rejected, deDected, or co-opted into inter-
national governance structures shaped how Mexican actors approached 
subsequent moments. Excluded from international :nancial markets, 
Mexican leaders in the 8;67s and 8;A7s called for the wholesale revision of 
the system of international debt and credit. As Mexico slowly regained access 
to international lending in the 8;<7s, Mexican proposals sought to reshape 
the rules of new commercial and :nancial institutions being proposed by the 
United States and its Northern allies, to make sure they would bene:t debt-
ors as well as creditors. As credit :nally started to Dow to the country in the 
8;=7s and 8;@7s, Mexican actors reversed their critical course, defending 
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existing institutions from the insurgent demands of other 9ird World states 
still excluded from the new development regime. Finally, in the 8;>7s, as the 
United States sought to unilaterally rede:ne the rules for international trade 
and :nance, Mexican leaders fashioned themselves as intermediaries. Even as 
they ramped up their reliance on international lending, Mexican oFcials 
attempted to negotiate a reformed world order that would stave oE revolu-
tionary upheaval by meeting the economic demands put forward by Global 
South leaders. While any one of the individual moments traced in the chap-
ters that follow might appear to be of only minimal consequence, taken 
together, they reveal broader patterns of Mexican inDuence in global eco-
nomic governance.

To trace these patterns, this book provides a new interpretation of the 
history of Mexican foreign policy, situating Mexican relations with the 
United States within a larger set of :rst hemispheric and then global negotia-
tions.KN It therefore requires two shiHs in periodization. 9e :rst pushes the 
conventional understanding of Global South political mobilization as a post-
8;<= phenomenon backward in time, in order to read Latin American con-
tention with the United States alongside later struggles over the end of the 
European empires. 9is requires crossing what I have called elsewhere the 
“decolonization divide,” centering the analysis not simply on struggles over 
political or territorial sovereignty, but rather on the long :ght for economic 
sovereignty that de:ned so much of the twentieth century.KO 9e second shiH 
in periodization concerns how scholars have long understood the turning 
points in the history of the postrevolutionary Mexican state. 9e book begins 
as the military phase of the Mexican revolution is drawing to a close in the 
late 8;87s and follows the rise of the postrevolutionary developmental state 
to the cusp of the neoliberal transition in the early 8;?7s. As such, it crosses 
the traditional historiographical boundary marked by the end of the 
Cárdenas presidency in 8;<7, which a broad consensus has long understood 
as a transition between the revolutionary period and the corporatist, devel-
opmental state.KP As the chapters that follow make clear, adequately explain-
ing the evolution of Mexico’s internationalist advocacy requires crossing this 
temporal border, paying close attention to patterns that could be ignored or 
disavowed by historical actors themselves.

Who were the actors who carried out this advocacy? 9ey were largely 
state representatives, drawn mostly from Mexico’s educated middle classes 
and elites; they were almost entirely men, and most worked largely within  
the con:nes of the party apparatus that would come to be the Partido 
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Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). 9e PRI governed Mexico as a single-
party state for more than seven decades and not only produced an oFcial 
nationalist mythology based on the legacy of the revolution, but also oversaw 
a complex corporatist project that sought industrial modernization while 
containing conDict between capital, labor, and the peasantry—sometimes 
through force.KQ While the Mexican political system was highly presidential-
ist, and a few presidents played particularly active roles in Mexico’s interna-
tional negotiations, most of the actors under study here comprised a middle 
stratum of the Mexican state, within the bureaucracies of state power in the 
oFces of the foreign ministry; the :nance ministry; the Banco de México, 
Mexico’s central bank; and Nacional Financiera, the state development bank, 
among others. As these bureaucracies solidi:ed, the políticos of earlier eras, 
assigned their positions in the bureaucracy because of personal connections 
and partisan loyalties, gave way to técnicos who had credentialed expertise in 
:elds like economics, statistics, and :nance.LR Nevertheless, these state actors 
were not autonomous from larger social forces within Mexico, and their deci-
sions were frequently shaped by ongoing domestic social struggle, as the state 
pursued its own legitimating project at home. Accordingly, the chapters  
that follow strive to put Mexico’s foreign policy decisions in their domestic 
political-economic context.

From the perspective of Mexican history, the actors under study here were 
in no sense subalterns.LG In international fora, however—even though the 
individuals who pursued the international projects traced in these pages 
came largely from the county’s relatively wealthy and connected families; 
frequently were educated in foreign universities in the United States and 
Europe; and served in Mexico’s diplomatic, governmental, and scholarly 
echelons of power—these Mexican oFcials frequently experienced profound 
instances of subordination, dismissal, and exclusion. On the global stage, 
even elite, highly educated, light-skinned Mexicans who spoke Duent French 
or English were oHen regarded as inferior by their counterparts in the United 
States and Europe, as the quote previously cited from the British Treasury 
oFcial about who could discuss :nancial topics “at the expert level” makes 
clear.LJ 9ese exclusions oHen took racialized and gendered forms, in which 
Mexican advocacy could be dismissed by someone like John Maynard Keynes 
as irrational because of its embodied source.LK While the chapters that follow 
analyze these exclusions, they also explain the circumstances in which they 
could be overcome, highlighting instances in which Mexican actors used 
either their country’s geopolitical position or their personal connections to 
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make inroads with those in power in the North. While this book tells a story 
of elites, it is one in which they operate in uneven, hierarchical systems of 
international power.

Grappling with both the social position of the actors under study here as 
well as the contours of their political project to advance Mexico’s capitalist 
development requires us to recognize that an “outside-in” reading of the his-
tory of international institutions and agreements does not automatically 
produce a straightforward story of heroic resistance by the Global South 
against a domineering Global North. Further, highlighting these Mexican 
interventions should not be read as a simple reclamation of the agency of 
Mexicans or the Mexican state in the world economy, aFrming Mexican 
:tness or belonging—or a simple assertion that, despite being written out of 
the historical record, Mexico was there.LL Rather, although this book details 
Mexican proposals for reforming an exclusionary and unequal global eco-
nomic system, it also uncovers how such reforms could be incorporated into 
that system as it changed over time. By arguing for mechanisms for interna-
tional economic development and :ghting for greater access to global :nan-
cial resources, Mexican advocacy paradoxically helped sharpen the tools that 
would be used to dismantle its long-standing developmental project in the 
neoliberal period. 9us, Mexico’s revolution in development—a phrase cho-
sen precisely for its productive ambiguity—encompasses not only the transi-
tion from revolutionary social goals to state developmentalism over the 
course of the twentieth century, but also Mexico’s articulation of and demand 
for a concerted program of international development. But Mexico’s :ght to 
change the structures of the global economy in which its national develop-
ment program was situated, even when successful at achieving its aims, had 
unintended consequences. 9is revolution in development, therefore, like 
others before it, may have paradoxically “perfected [the] machine instead of 
breaking it.”LM
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9e chapters that follow proceed chronologically, detailing successive histori-
cal moments in which Mexican oFcials intervened—or, importantly, chose 
not to intervene—in debates over the governance of international institu-
tions. Over the period under study here, Mexican oFcials sought to shape an 
international system predicated on the sovereign equality of states (arguing 
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over issues of representation) that would create conditions conducive to the 
economic development of the poorer countries (arguing over issues of redis-
tribution). How they approached these negotiations varied. Some interven-
tions were overtly political in nature, based on broad claims about the moral 
economy in which Mexico was embedded, while others were more strictly 
technical, seeking to rewrite speci:c institutional rules. Some were meant to 
create entirely new organizations, while others attempted to reform existing 
or proposed institutions and frameworks. Most important, some were trans-
formative, while some were essentially conservative: while Mexico’s early 
interventions largely fought to overturn or at least signi:cantly alter the sta-
tus quo, once some gains had been realized, Mexican oFcials could be found 
arguing   for the status quo, hedging against the more radical interventions of 
other 9ird World countries. As previously outlined, the strategies that 
Mexican state actors pursued in each moment were structured by both the 
domestic and international political-economic conditions under which they 
took place.

9e book begins in Paris in 8;8;, with the creation of the :rst major mul-
tilateral organization, the League of Nations. Chapter 8 argues that Mexico 
used the Paris negotiations to stake a claim not just to the formal equality of 
states in international institutions, but also to a substantive understanding 
of economic sovereignty, rooted in the 8;8> constitution’s rede:nition of 
property rights. While the Mexican representative at Paris did not set out to 
make a strident political intervention regarding representation that would 
question the very legitimacy of the new institution, events forced such a strat-
egy on Mexican president Venustiano Carranza. 9at intervention then set 
an agenda that was followed a few years later, at the Inter-American 
Conference in Santiago, Chile, in 8;6A. 9ere, Mexican oFcials made a more 
technical intervention regarding representation, intended to reform the rules 
governing the one general multilateral organization to which the United 
States belonged, the Pan-American Union, to ensure a more democratic 
structure for international politics.

Chapters 6 and A trace a shiH from struggles over representation to those 
over redistribution, as Mexican oFcials reacted to the dislocations engen-
dered by the Great Depression. As detailed in chapter 6, in 8;AA the Mexican 
foreign minister made a political intervention couched as a technical reform 
in the agenda of the Inter-American Conference at Montevideo. 9e pro-
posal called for a wholesale reconsideration of the structure of international 
debt and credit, casting it as a social relation between rich and poor countries. 
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Over the years that followed, Mexican oFcials re:ned this call into a techni-
cal proposal for an entirely new institution that would have been the world’s 
:rst international development bank. 9e Inter-American Bank (IAB) proj-
ect, the subject of chapter A, was then co-opted by US planners, who oversaw 
the process of creating a charter and bylaws for the institution, only to see it 
scuttled by the interests of private capital within the United States. In the 
process, however, US planners came to understand the usefulness of a multi-
lateral lending institution for the consolidation of their hegemonic project.

Lessons learned in the :ght over the IAB then informed the negotiations 
in which Mexican oFcials intervened in the 8;<7s. Chapter < examines 
Mexico’s technical reform eEorts in 8;<< to :ght for both representation and 
redistribution within the proposed new global :nancial institutions, the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD, or World 
Bank) and the IMF. Mexico not only intervened decisively to put develop-
ment issues on the agenda of the new institutions; it also advocated for better 
representation and more democratic decision-making, pre:guring the criti-
cisms that would be leveled at these institutions beginning in the 8;;7s. 
Chapter = examines Mexico’s interventions over representation within the 
broader creation of the United Nations and details the technical campaign 
Mexico waged to secure redistribution through development assistance from 
the United States at the Chapultepec Conference in 8;<=. Chapter @ exam-
ines Mexico’s interventions to reform the proposed International Trade 
Organization (ITO), and shows how, as was the case with the IAB, Mexican 
success in securing concessions from the US delegation resulted in US capital 
blocking the project altogether.

Despite the failure to create the IAB or the ITO, however, one cumulative 
result of the demands made by Mexico and its allies in the 8;A7s and 8;<7s 
was the extension of increased credit to countries like Mexico through insti-
tutions such as the World Bank and the Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im Bank). 
When in the 8;=7s and 8;@7s foreign capital began to pour into Mexico, the 
country’s oFcials abruptly changed tactics, as chapter > demonstrates. In this 
period, Mexico made a few political interventions that allowed it to maintain 
plausible distance from its largest creditor, while at the same time seeking 
technical reforms that were actually meant to defend the international :nan-
cial status quo. In a period when myriad new political and economic institu-
tions were being created in the burgeoning 9ird World, Mexico largely 
retreated from its leadership role and even played a key role in arguing down 
a 9ird World proposal to circumvent the IMF. Instead, when unilateral US 
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economic policy changes began to have an impact on Mexican :nance and 
trade, Mexican oFcials decided to pursue a new broader framework for 
global economic governance. As chapter ? shows, Mexican president Luis 
Echeverría and his advisers proposed the Charter of Economic Rights and 
Duties of States, a detailed political and technical document meant to create 
a new framework for global economic governance that would address ques-
tions of both representation and redistribution. 9e negotiations with both 
the Global North and the rest of the Global South, however, revealed the 
contradictions of Mexico’s position as an intermediary, attempting to stay in 
the good graces of Mexico’s most important source of credit—the United 
States—while correcting the most egregious imbalances of international 
power. As Mexican oFcials would discover, this was a diFcult balance to 
strike.

By the 8;>7s, of course, not only was Mexico receiving hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in oFcial development loans, but the petrodollar lending 
bonanza meant that loans from private banks also poured into the country. 
Echeverría seemed :nally poised to ful:ll the vision that Mexican oFcials 
had long advocated, using the country’s increased access to credit to direct 
industrial investment and ramp up social spending while also championing 
the economic rights of the Global South. But if Echeverría’s debt-driven, 
9ird-Worldist populism represented the realization of Mexico’s revolution 
in development, it was also its last gasp, as the conclusion argues. Papering 
over the contradictions of the country’s economy, Echeverría and his succes-
sor, José López Portillo, oversaw an unprecedented expansion in public and 
private foreign debt. When, in August 8;?6, Mexico’s :nance minister Jesús 
Silva Herzog announced that Mexico could no longer pay its debts, it was 
precisely those international institutions that Mexico had argued for, bene-
:ted from, and then defended from more radical 9ird-Worldist criticism 
that emerged as key instruments in dismantling Mexico’s state-led develop-
mental project.

Today, with the global economy once again in crisis, and as debates recur 
about the reform of the IFIs and the role of the Global South within them, 
the chapters that follow make clear that many of the key criticisms of global 
economic governance in the twenty-:rst century were, in fact, anticipated by 
Mexican planners in earlier eras.LN During the Bretton Woods negotiations 
in the summer of 8;<<, for example, Mexico’s Antonio Espinosa de los 
Monteros had charged that, the way the US plans were written, the IMF 
might be able to make debtor countries “change their laws and perhaps even 
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their constitutions at a minutes notice, regardless of political, social or eco-
nomic diFculties.”LO It was a prescient worry, anticipating the conditionality 
of structural adjustment by decades. In the moment, however, Espinosa was 
assuaged with a technical reform introduced by a US oFcial, which would 
allow countries like Mexico to opt out of the currency-valuation provision he 
was protesting. While Mexican oFcials harbored few illusions about the 
asymmetries of power within the institutions they advocated and fought to 
reform, they nonetheless sought to rewrite the rules and create a fairer frame-
work for governing the world economy. 9is :ght echoes to this day. Its 
consequences should, as well.


